The effect of spatial variability of the atmospheric CO2 distribution on temperature and water vapor retrievals from high spectral resolution observations of infrared emission is estimated by performing 4 different retrieval experiments. Using a global mean CO2 value, as currently routinely used, introduces errors in the retrieved temperature profile of up to 0.85 K compared to a retrieval in which the CO2 profile is known exactly. Including CO2 in the retrieval vector reduces these errors to 0.3 K. A more practical alternative, especially for data assimilation, is to use a monthly mean zonal mean CO2 value, which produces errors of up to 0.35 K in the temperature profile.
Introduction
Satellite retrievals of temperature profiles from observations of infrared emission are an important ingredient of the data assimilation process of numerical weather forecast (NWP) models. Although some NWP centers now directly assimilate radiances, the basic inversion problem remains the same. One of the assumptions in this retrieval process is that the atmospheric CO2 concentration remains fixed and uniform and often is assigned outdated values. Recently, ECMWF adopted a global mean monthly mean vertically averaged CO2 concentration (J. is to estimate the errors in a temperature retrieval from high spectral resolution infrared data due to unaccounted regional variability of the CO2 concentration. described in Engelen and Stephens [1999] and Engelen et al. [2001] . It is a fast radiative transfer model based on the HI-TRAN96 data base [Rothrnan, 1998 ] and using the CKI',5;.4 continuum absorption [Clough et al., 1989 ]. The mea:urement error of the radiances used to specify the measurement covariance matrix is 0.5%, which corresponds roughly to a 0.3 K error in brightness temperatures. The a priori profiles in our retrieval experiments are defined as random offsets by 0.8 K and 10 % specific humidity of the simulated "true" profiles. The a priori error estimates for temperature are taken to be I K and for water vapor 10 %, which is consistent with the background error standard deviation used in the ECMWF data assimilation IFillion and Mahfour, 2000]. Both the temperature and water vapor error covariances have off-diagonal elements representing correlations between the layers with a correlation length scale of 5 km. In the retrieval experiment where CO2 is retrieved as well, the CO2 profile is added to the retrieval vector as well as to the a priori vector. The a priori profile is defined as a zonal mean vertically mean CO2 value with an uncertainty of 4 ppmv.
Simulated Data
Temperature, water vapor, and CO2 concentration in the atmosphere and at the surface were simulated in the CSU General Circulation Model (GCM) [Fowler and Randall, 1999] . The model was integrated on a 4øx 5ølatitude -longitude grid, with a 6-minute time step. The simulated CO2 concentration was driven by prescribed exchange at the surface. These fluxes represent the sum of CO2 emitted by fossil fuel combustion, air-sea gas exchange, and pho-
Retrieval Theory
The retrieval experiments were performed using optimal estimation theory and are described in more detail in Engelen et al. [2001] . In such a retrieval strategy, the observations are weighted with an a priori constraint using the respective errors as weights. The observations in our retrieval simulations consist of the infrared spectrum between 500 cm -• and 2500 cm -• at 1 cm -• spectral resolution analo- tosynthesis and respiration at the vegetated land surface.
Fossil fuel emissions (5.8 x 10 x2 kg C yr -x, or Pg C yr -x)
were specified according to a-seasonal estimates from econometric data by Andres et al. [1996] and are believed to be accurate to within 10%. Air-sea gas exchange (with a globally integrated sink of 2.1 Pg C yr-x) was specified according the global mean value of 360 ppmv. Therefore these areas have very small errors in the temperature profiles. Figure 4 shows a zonal-height cross-section at 22.5 ø longitude (Eastern Europe, Africa) of the temperature retrieval errors for this experiment. Retrieval errors over Europe (50 ø north) are mainly contained in the lower tropeshere, while retrieval errors over Africa are also significant in the mid-and upper troposphere due to the large convection that transports the CO2 anomalies, and thus the temperature retrieval errors, to higher altitudes. The results presented above are dependent on the choice of the covariance matrices, that define the weighting between the observations and the a priori constraint in the estimation approach [Rodgers, 2000] . These matrices also define the covariance matrix of the retrieved atmospheric variables. If the variance in the a priori covariance matrix is increased (more uncertainty in the a priori values), the retrieved temperature profile will be defined more by the observations. This amplifies the sensitivity on the errors in the CO2 concentrations. On the other hand, if the variance in the measurement covaxiance matrix is increased (more measurement noise), the retrieved profiles are more defined by the a priori constraint and therefore less dependent on the errors in the CO2 concentrations. As already noted for the northern continents, the dependence of the temperature retrieval on the CO2 values is also a function of the water vapor content. In the dry continental winter, this reduces the sensitivity on the CO2 values as shown above, while in the moister continental summer errors over land (where the CO2 deviations from the global mean are the largest) become larger than the errors over the ocean (not shown). 
Conclusions

